Compare these points before you buy
•

Smooth surfaces inside and out to avoid injury or damage. We
encourage you to run your hands over exposed surfaces so you can
actually feel the difference.

•

Take a close look at the rear frame, one of the most important
attributes to any trailer; focus on the size of the material, how our top
header piece connects to the top rail. Under the trailer you can see
how we bring the rear frame through the floor to offer more structure.

•

Operate our slam latch mechanism for the dividers; notice its secure
locking system, and its ease of use. The latching system provides
your prized animals with security and a quiet ride down the road.

•

Open and close our feed and dressing room doors; notice the solid
and secure feel. Look at the welded hinges that will provide years of
maintenance-free use and know that this door will not loosen and will
function over and over again, like it was new.

•

Look at the structure of the trailer. The engineered side frame
features an 8" closed post at the drop wall, 5" closed structural posts
used to support the interior gates, doors frames, and high stress
areas. Take a look under the trailer and notice the use of a 4" I-Beam
placed on 12" or less centers. The beam has two different sizes of
flanges, the top at 2 1/2" to support the floor, and the bottom at 3"
that gives us a larger area to weld to the bottom rail. The continuous
top rail from the back rear frame to the front nose corner offers more
structure than those who stop short at the taper of the nose. At 8" in
height on the top rail and 9 3/4" on the bottom rail and both having a
thickness of 3/16", Elite uses one of the industries largest
combinations of rails. An integrated lip in the bottom rail allows the
running board to lock in place before its welded.

•

And finally, focus on the quality and uniformity of the welds, our door
and divider hinges, and notice the value we place on attention to
detail and quality. The Elite Difference.

